A note on the total unimodularity of matrices  by Padberg, Manfred W.
A ri43xsaty and sufficient chiiriweritation lrrf totally unimodular matrices is given 
ick is derived from a nixewrq~ condbtion for totdi unimodularity due to Camion. 
II~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~tj~n is then used in cunnectirsrh with a theorem of Hoffman and Kruskal 
to provide an elcment~ry prwf of the characteaization of totally unimoduhr matrices in 
terms of forbidden submatrices due to Camion. 
The no&n of totally unimodulas matrices has recently been exten- 
ded -- in thEt case of zero-one matrices -. to the class of ba~one,t~~ matri- 
ces [ X f and perfect matrices [6]. See [ ?] for a survey relating the three 
ts and known c a~acteri~~t~~ns lof the respr:ctive Inatri@es. 
nce the total uni uhrity of a matrix A implies and is impkid by 
totd ~~~dular~ty af the 2(nt + n) X t2 matrix whose rows corm+ 
--A, I and --I, respeotively, where I is t,he r2 x n identity ma- 
condition (i) of Theorem f ean be reforrnulatted quivalenti~~ 
ass&s ,ed convex hull of integer solu- 
are arbitrJry integer vectors for i = l,%. 
ec3rem 1 is t Uvatent ta ahe statement 
1, 52, & dz) for aN 8’ E 2”; arId 
ruskal hearem wre will ROW prove: acharacter- 
dufar matrices. The result actually is a strcngth- 
nt 3, p X71] Camisn -Ind we 
ic;n’s characterization f unimod~!lar 
atrices; in terms of forbidden submatrices, thereby establishing ;I link 
een the “geometric” approach of Hoffman and Kruskal and !he 
rove (i) * (ii) let x E ( 
e 
275 
and define bV for 1$ = 1,2 to be 
in, if Qi z 0 (mod 2)) 
hy = f(ai _I- 1) if Lii 2 l(mod2)andu= 1, 
&q + 1) if4zli s I (mod2)andu=2. 
(A,b? b? tl’, dL) contains 3x5 consequently, 
from the t’hearem of Hoffman and Kruskal that 
a x’ E 2” n Q, and hence y = x -- 2x’ satisfies conditiot: (ii). 
To prove the implication (ii) =j (i) we usz induction over k, the size af 
k X k minors of A. Chaosingx =t ej, the ith unit vector in 
Y = tej and hence, tiii E {O, +, 1 j for all coefficients Qij Of A. SUppOSe 
now that all k X k minors of A have determinants of 0, I 1. Let B be 
any n~~~~&grrlsr minor of A of size (k + I ) X (k f 1). Without loss of 
generality, let the columns of B coincide with the (k + 1) first columns 
of A. By induction hypothesis, all proper minors of B have determinants 
of 0, f I. Consequently. letting d = det B and P = &? - I, it follows by 
Cramer’s rule that R” has only 0, +, 1 entries. Let b1 be the first column 
of 8*. Then, Bb’ = di?, , wfgere i$ is the first unit vector having k + 1 
components. 
Since 6’ is a vectoir of 0, f 1, let x = (br ,0), where 0 is the (n--M + 1)) 
zero-vector. Then there exists a ,t’ E 40, * 1)” such that p z x (mod 2). 
We can write J* = Q* , O), where yi f;: 0 is a (k + I)-vector satisfying con- 
dition (ii) Consequently, we have B_E’r = f Fr, since ISI # 0 and J’” # 0 
imply ~!JT 1 # 0 and hence, d f 0 (mod 2). But B@ = dFI ? ant’ conse- 
quently d = x 1. 
Remark 3. Condition (ii) of Theorem 2 is equivalent o the statement: 
* (ii’) For al! x E P there exists a y E (0, +, 1)’ SU& that y z x (mod 2) 
and A’y = 0 if A’s = 0 (mod a), .#v = f 1, otherwise; rvhere Ai is the ifh e 
row of A. 
sse toot; then there exists a nonsingular submatrix B of A of 
minimal w such that b = det B satisfies b z 0 (mod 2). Since: B is of 
minimal ordr:r, it follows by Cramer’s ruk that every coefficient of 
BB- * is either zero Or m,id. Let x bz any column af bB- 1 and p:arrartge 
the c:ompsnents so that x l T = (X 1 ,O)’ has non-zero ctllmpanents in 9. 
7?wr for the corresponding submatrix B1 of B we have Bl XI = BX = t)~ 
wher*e q is a unit vector and furthermore? x = t + 2~ where w Ss an 
0, there exists a nonsislgular submatrix B” of B” :;uch that 
A where 2u is a sltJbmatrix of be, chosen compatibly with B”. 
But thenx’ = (2jdet B”)h with h an integer vector Implies that det B” 5 
0 (mod 2), since xl has ormly odd components, Consequently, since B 
as of minimal order, it f&laws that B = B” and Be s 0 (msd 2), since 
=;t Be + 2 BW s 0 (mod 2). Since we can apply the same reasoring to 
BT T it follows that B is eulerian and herret. 3y assumption, singuk 
roof. The implication (i) * (ii; follows from Theorem 1. For suppose 
that A has a nonsinQ;arlar eukian submatrix K Let J be the column set 
‘) define x by setting yi = 1 for j E J and xj = 0 otherwise, 
x = 2b’, where b’ E Zm. The11 the polytope Q defined above 
e is nonenapty and has afrac=tk~~l vertex. Conse- 
~,~~~t~~, A cannot be totally ur;modular. 
irnplicatjion (ii) t.* (i), we ow that (ii) implies (ii) of 
e can assume without loss of 
non-zero, i.e., x = 
lar, since Theorem Z(ii), is satisfie By the same argument, B cannot be 
totally unimodular. l-k&e B contains a k X k submatrix C such that C’ = 
det C satisfies c 4 {O, f 1) and by Lemma 4, c’ = 1 (mod 2). 
LetC*=CC * - ’ l Suppose that C* contains a zero entry and let z be a 
column of C* in which a zero occurs. Since the components of z are all 
equal to 0 or f I with at feast one component equal to zero, it follows by 
the same argument hct was used in the proof of Theorem 2 from Cz = cek, 
where Q is a unit vector, that 6 = 3- It. i’onsequently, aC j ntries of C* 
equal +1 or - 1 and hence C*e = ke -- 2w, where t’ is the vector of k 
ones and w is an integer vector. Consequently, k(t.2) t= ce + 2u, where u 
is an integer vector. Since c 2 1 (mod 2), it follows that k = I (mod 2). 
Now let D = E - I, where JZ ‘isthekxkmatrixofo es and 1 is the k X k 
identity matrix. Ther it ows from the above tha C*D =I 2F, where 
F is the k X k matrix of integers. Consequently, CD = 2(CF) implies 
c = 0 (mod 2), a contradiction; hence B cannot contain a submatrix C 
with detC+ O,fl. 
Let A” be any k X k eulerian submatrix of a totally unimodular ma- 
trix A l Then by Theorem 2 it follows that there exists a vector y E 
IO, f 11’. _P * 0, such that thus providing an alternative proof of the impli- 
cation Ii) * (ii) of Theorem 5. Furthermore, writing the vector y in the 
form b’ = e _... II 2y’, where (u” if; the vector having k components equal to 
+l, we ob%.in A’e = 2 A’_v’ and consequently, t?A’, s 0 (mod 4). Hence, 
the sum oi the coefficients of every eulerian submatrix of a totally uni- 
modular matrix is a multiple of 4, which is the easy part of [ 2, Theorem 
21 . 
ia should be noted that Lemma 4 is due to R. Gomory, see [ 21, who 
also proved that a (0, f I)-matrix A is totally unimodular if and only if 
* A h&rs no ~~irtor whose determimmt equals 22 (see [ 2, Statement 1 I). 
This Latter statement requires a proof involving elementary row and . 
column operations on matrices of 0 and ?t 1 and provides in conjunc- 
tion with Lemma 4 an alternative proof of Theorem 5 which can be 
foun;” in full in [ 21. Gomory’s rer;ull is of particular interest as neither 
b5alanced nor perfect matrices [6] can be characterized by means of for- 
bidden determinantal values; rather, as indicated in [ 6 1, given any n;;rtur- 
al number k, there exists a erfect matrix having a minor with deter- 
minant equal to Ik. similar ttatement is true for balanced ma 
as one can rea ven in f 1 ] to ve 
statement. 
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